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attached table i s designed to bring out some of the essential facts with
regard to the monetary stabilisation proposals/

The first section on the TJ#St commitment shows how much farther the Federal
Reserve proposal went in bringing foreign gold into the Fond than did the May
Treasury draft* Since then, howevert the Treasury has put in provisions that will
increase the foreign gpld contribution While only contributed gold is brought un-
der the discipline of the Fund, the United States i s co trait ted under the plans to
buy all gold offered it irrespective of whether that gald i s held outside the Fund
or has been contributed to the Fund by foreign countries or by tho United States
itself* The figures given in the table for the total U»S* commitment should be in,-
creased by the amount of new gold production fop whatever number of years we are
looking ahead* Sine© gold production amounts to more than 1 billion dollars a year
some 10 billion dollars should be added to the figures if we are considering the
next decade*

The second section, which indicates the ability of the Fund to meet the po-
tential demand for dollars, shows that the Federal Reserve proposal, while i t in-
volved no larger U«S* contribution than tho Ifey draft of the Treasury, was able to
distribute four times as much Fund assistance* It could do this partly because the
foreign gold contribution was m> much larger that the Fund could command nearly
three times as rnany dollars, and partly becauso we fel t that It was reasonable to
assume that the Fund would not permit all potential foreign demands to converge upon
the United States and that, therefore, dollar resources equivalent to nearly 60 per
cent of these potential foreign demands would prove sufficient* The latest Treasury
draft has adopted a somewhat similar procedure* It calls for a larger u«S* contri-
bution thsn does the Federal Reserve proposal* and although the foreign contribution
is not so large* nevertheless i t is sufficiently in excess of what the Treasury
originally contemplated to make the combined dollar resources of the Fund twice as
large as those provided in the May draft* By introducing a suitable gap between
uhese dollar resources and the potential dollar demands tjie Treasury i s able to
provide aggregate foreign quotas three times as largo as those of the May draft*
$iese quotas, amounting to 9 billion dollars, are smaller than the 12 billion pro-
posed by the Federal Rosorvet and unfortunately they are so distributed that they
^ more to the stronger than to the weaker countries* The weaker countries, there-
fore* get vary nuch less assistance than under the Federal Reserve proposal* Never-
theless, the Influence of^our proposal is clearly apparent in the latest Treasury
draft*

The third section shows the total resources of the Fund. The entire U#S*
contribution is assumed to be in the form of gold* which i s convertible into any
currency* Dollars would be equally convertible* The currencies of countries with-
out adequate @>ld (or dollar) reserves, however, will be useftxl to the Ftind or&y as
a direct demand for these specific currencies develops* If the demands for foreign
exchange are diversified, if they do not all concentrate on a single currency such
as the dollar, the Fund is virtually assured of ample resources to moet them without
borrowing*

In contrast to tho American ft ana tho Keynes p̂ an calls for no contribution
:>f foreign gold, and yet, within the limits of tho quotasf i t can meet any demand
for foreign exchange, concentrated or diversified* It i s a beautiful mechanism if
-mly i t did not involve a commitment of 3# billion dollays on the part of the
Tnited States ~~ a commitment that might easily be doubled if international trade
continued to grow or the Clearing Union was used, as Keynes proposes, to finance
other international agendas*
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EPOLVH) IN VAHIOtTS MMJEEABY STABILIZATION PB0POSA1S
I ? MEMBERSHIP INCUJDES ALL COUNTRIES OTHER THAN GEBMAJJY, ITALY, AND JAPAN

(In billions of dollars)

1. United States commitment: it nust buy if requested

Foreign gold outside Fund 2 /
Foreign gold in Fund ~
United States contribution to Fund

Tbtal United States commitment hf

2. Ability of Fund to meet demand for dollars
Dollars foreign countries may demand 5/
Dollar resources of Fund

Dollars Ftoad may have to borrow from United States

3* $otal resources of Fund

Gold (convertible into any currency)
Specific currencies

Tbtal 6/

Treasury 1 /
(my draff)

10*5

2.0
13*0

3-0
2*5

•5

2*5
2.5
5TO

Federal
Reserve 1 /

6
5
2

13

12
7
5

7
7

1*

Keynes

11
0

27 l /
38

27
27 l /

*

Treasury 1/
(latest draft)

9

3
14

9
5

5
5

10

1_/

2/

i,
6/

Based on estimated gold and official dollar balances as of end of 19^2. Owing to nature of Treasury fornula, figures
for foreign countries in Treasury columns are subject to considerable margin of error.

In addition to their gold holdings outside the Hind, foreign countries had 2 billion dollars of official balances in
this country at the end of 19^2, of which •£ bill ion dollars was in the form of deposits with the Federal Reserve
Bankŝ  Use of these deposits would have the same effect on member bank reserves as gold and use of the official bal-
ances in any formtmuld enable foreign countries to get united States gr>ods without giving us goods in return*

Contributions (and assets) in the Keynes Plan come into being only as the need arises.
Plus 1 bill ion dollars of netr gsld production a year* Thisf however, might be gradually eliminated under the Federal

Reserve plan.
Subject to corrective action of Fund. On other hand Fund may exceed these limits at own discretion if special niajority

votes t̂  do so.
The iirre diversified the demand for foreign exchange* the greater the assurance that the Fond can meet the maxirmim

potential denand out of i t s holdings of specific currencies and gold without borrowing.
Specific currencies mst be Trade available under the Eeynes Han to whatever extent member countries draw upon their

cmotas to obtain then. (W.R.G. July 1 \1
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ESSENTIAL POINTS IN A COMPROMISE STABILISATION P U N

1# A Stabilization Fund of 15 billion dollars*

2. Contribution by United States - 5 billion dollars; rest of the

world - 10 billion dollars, according to a formula based on percentage of

world trade *

5. Each country to make its contribution in gold in so far as

current gold holdings pemit; in so far as a country is devoid or short of

gold holdings, the contribution to be made in local currency with the proviso

that only a quarter need be paid up, the remaining subject to call#

4. All member countries engage to buy gold at established exchange

rates to an unlimited degree, but only when offered by the Fund; all member

countries agree to sell gold only to the Fund. The Fund is obligated to buy

all gold offered to it by member countries• The Fund may assign limits to the

amount of new gold (from current production) which it will buy.

5» Each member country has the right to demand foreign exchange in

amount equal to its initial contribution plus additional subsequent sale of

gold to the Fund.

6. Voting power to be distributed as follows:

United States 25 per cent
British Empire 25 ff "

• Russia 10 lf tf

Far East 10 lf »
Latin America 10 tf "

Rest of Europe 20 t! lf

7. A debit balance country may vmilaterally depreciate its currency

5% in the event that its current account shows a deficit equivalent to a

quarter of its quotai and a further 5% in the event that its current account

balance shows a deficit equivalent to a half of its quota. A credit balance

country may, if its current credit balance equals a quarter of its quota,
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unilaterally appreciate its currency 5%; and in the event that its credit

balance equals a half of its quota on current account, it may further appreci-

ate its currency unilaterally $%•

8. The machinery of the Fund would at once be put into operation*

In an interval of 2 to 4 years covering the difficult adjustment period, there

would be experimentation with a view to finding the correct exchange rate* In

this interim, the use of exchange control would be regarded as a legitimate

method of maintaining exchange rates in addition to reasonable drafts on inter-

national reserves• The Governing Board should advise and assist countries to

take positive measures which would eliminate the necessity of continued exchange

control on current account•

9. All members countries agree to control capital movements in

accordance with general recommendations of the Governing Board.

10• The Governing Board shall have power to enforce or recommend, by

majority vote, certain adjustments upon debit balance countries as follows:

(a) Enforcement powers as follows:

(1) Adjustment of exchange ratei effective after the
country has used up half of its quota.

(2) Control of capital movements.

(b) Recommendation powers as follows:

(1) Control of excessive internal expansionary program*

(2) Technological and management adjustments leading to
cost reduction.

(3) Control of wage increases tending to produce income
inflation.

(4) Institution of exchange control on current account*

11. With respect to a credit balance country, the Governing Board

shall have power to recommend, by majority vote, equilibrating policies as
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follows:

(a) Internal expansion in the credit balance country;

(b) Once internal expansion has reached the point of full
employment, with tendencies toward inflation developing,
the Governing Board shall urge the appreciation of its
currency with the view on the one side to check internal
inflationary developments, and on the other side with
the view toward reaching an improved balance on inter-
national account;

(c) Internal lending;

(d) Tariff reduction;

(e) Increase in wage rates•
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